
 
 

Interview with Chris & Vinny & various members of super ska punk  
Less Than Jake pre Reading Vans Warp stage- tour bus   27/08/1999  

 

 

 
Just arrived everyone waking up on bus: 
 
Are we somewhere they speak fucking 
English yet? Thank God, we've been touring 
everywhere, Slovenia, Germany, Holland 
every date so far in the 1999 Warp show. 
We just played Germany and none of the 
people in Germany had any idea what we 
were saying, we'd be on stage ranting and 
raving and the only thing they understood 
was references to Klaus Meiner from the 
Scorpions or David Hasslehof, that made 
them go wahaayy and cheer wildly. 

  
 
Oh God the Scorpions... 
You don't like Rock you like a hurricane? 
 
No 
Iron Maiden? 
 
Yup 
Did you like them with Blaze Bailey- aha you see I'm well versed for an American, I remember 
Wolfsbane did you like them? 
 
Yeah 
Did you think Blaze was hot? 
 
No he looks like a chimpanzee 
But everyone's happy now Bruce is back- right! 
 
Yup 
Hey we've switched places .....no more serious interviews I need a little levity, I now feel I have to point 
out that your microphone there looks exactly like the butt plug I bought for my girlfriend on her 23rd 
birthday .......except where the mini disc is I'd have a remote control so's I could vary the 
tempo.........and hey you have a pager -Vinnie and I bought pagers ...see.......with the express purpose 
of sticking then up our asses and then calling each other....(because they vibrate) my phone bill is like 
$400 from just calling Chris!!!! 
 



So how come you're Americans into ska then did you get all the two tone stuff like the Specials?? 
we got Madness but not so much of that third wave of ska I mean originally it came from Jamaica but 
we were listening more to bands like Operation Ivy and the Bosstones very early on and so that kind of 
influenced us, also a band from here (England) called Snuff, we got the record about ten years ago and 
it was pop punk with a trombone in it, that inspired us and so that was the direction we wanted to go in, 
last year they came to play the US it was Snuff, All and us, a dream tour we were so happy 
 
Describe your famed live show 
Nakedness, dirtiness, you'll have to see us, we like our shows to be mass insanity, whatever happens 
happens, we don't even know what we're gonna play until we play it 
 
Where are you from? 
Florida - yeah Morbid Angel, Deicide we're in good company except if we were going to burn upside 
down crosses on ourselves we'd do it on our butts so we could pull our testicles down and it'd be kinda 
like a target.......... 
 
Do any of you skate then? 
I did until this (shows truly impressive scar) I can't skate anymore I actually got hit badly by a car also 
when I skated - I smoked pot at the same and when I quit smoking pot I found I couldn't skate anymore 
all my skills just dissolved so now I do neither, here I am talentless, penniless, ugly, small penis and 
sober on top of all that! 
 
What's the worst thing that's happened to you at a festival? 
Being frightened by our driver who's up top sleeping right now, who wears these really tight briefs and 
he's hung like a horse. I discovered this being very shocked to wake up on this couch one morning and 
he'd come down for a glass of water and there he was - in front of me in this thong type affair - like a 
tiny piece of elastic around the waist with a pouch to cover the testicles and penis, yellow ones, now 
his nickname is banana hammock! 
 


